Using AccuCaL-D™ and the RealCount™ software for robust
quantitation of gene copy number
AccuCal-D™, ACCUGEN’s improved method for absolute quantitation of gene copy
number
Quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) is used extensively in research and diagnostic laboratories to
determine expression levels of genes of interest (GOIs). Specific amplification of a target DNA
sequence occurs during iterative qPCR cycling, which can be monitored over time by the addition
of a double-stranded DNA dye, such as SYBR green, into the reaction mastermix. By examining the
kinetics of fluorescence (FL) increase over time for a given amplicon, the expression level of the GOI
can be determined.

To compare the expression levels of multiple GOIs, most methods of qPCR compare the cycle
numbers of a GOI at an arbitrarily determined FL to that of a reference gene. Thus, the expression
level of the GOI is expressed as a value relative to the reference gene and is called relative
expression. In theory, this method is robust. However, there is an underlying assumption that the
expression of the reference gene itself does not change. In many experimental conditions and/or
disease states this assumption is wrong, and changes in the expression of the reference gene can
occur. This in turn can result in the generation of gene expression data where the actual changes in
GOI expression are masked or under/overstated.

AccuCal-D™ was developed to overcome the shortcomings of using relative gene expression
methods for qPCR . In contrast to relative quantification, the AccuCal-D™ method uses FL data from
a qPCR run to calculate the starting copy number of a GOI in a sample to give called absolute
quantification. Traditionally, to perform absolute quantification, a standard curve must be
generated from known copy number inputs of serially-diluted template DNA for every GOI and
reference gene. This is both time consuming and requires many additional runs prior to the
experiment. Using the AccuCal-D™ calibrator standard curve method removes the requirement of
standard curve generation (primer efficiency must be still validated) and provides absolute
quantification results, i.e. concentration in copy number/input sample. In fact, using AccuCal-D™ for
absolute quantification of starting copy number also eliminates the need for a reference gene
altogether!

This manual details the correct use of both the AccuCal-D™ consumable and RealCount™ software
for the accurate determination of the starting copy number of GOIs using qPCR.
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Overview: The process of copy number determination using AccuCal-D™ and
RealCount™
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Generating an AccuCal-D™ calibration curve for qPCR
AccuCal-D™ is supplied as series of dilutions (50, 40, 30, 20, 10 and 0ng/µLin TE0.1 solution (10mM
Tris pH8.0, 0.1mM EDTA) to ensure longterm stability at 4°C. The AccuCal-D™ calibration curve
must be constructed using at least six dilutions and AccuCal-D™ 0, with each dilution in duplicate.
For enhanced accuracy, triplicates or higher of dilutions can be used, depending on the number of
available wells
The range of AccuCal-D™ dilutions is dependent on both the DNA intercalating dye present in the
qPCR mastermix and the lower limit of FL detection of the qPCR machine. qPCR mastermix must
contain a ‘hot-start’ polymerase. The qPCR instrument must be able to discriminate between the FL
of the last sample of the serial dilution and AccuCal-D™ 0 (diluent only). The known copy numbers
of AccuCal-D™ dilution covers the range of copy numbers most commonly observed in experimental
samples.
Plating template
For ease of analysis, you should pipette the DNA samples row by row as the RealCount™ labels
the wells from A1 to A12, followed by B1 to B12. The default standard calibrator occupies the
wells from A1 to B6. Below figure shows a quick example of plating template.
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Adding AccuCal-D™ to a qPCR run
1. Vortex supplied solutions for 10s, then spin in a benchtop centrifuge at high speed.
2. Add 5L of each AccuCal-D™ dilution in duplicate or triplicate to the qPCR plate/disc.
3. Add the mastermix containing a DNA intercalating dye as per manufacturer’s instructions
and make up to the final reaction volume with an appropriate diluent such as DNase/RNasefree water. Examples of 10L and 20L qPCR reactions are:
10L reaction: 5L AccuCal-D™ dilution + 5L 2x mastermix
20L reaction: 5L AccuCal-D™ dilution + 5L H2O + 10L 2x mastermix
4. Check that the FL from all wells including AccuCal-D™ will be acquired, and start the qPCR
run as per usual. Note, calibrator dilutions much be labelled in the format ‘AccuCal 10’ for
correct identification by the RealCount™ software.

Exporting raw fluorescence data into RealCount™
The RealCount™ software can directly read Rotor Gene qPCR run files (.rex files). For files from
other qPCR machines, export the FL vs cycle number data for each well, making sure to export raw
FL without background subtraction. The data must be arranged in the format illustrated below,
keeping first 4 rows empty, 5th raw dedicated to headings and cycle number, while column A
dedicated to well numbers. Insure to label your samples, including AccuCal-D™. It is important to
keep the format of “AccuCal 10” for AccuCal-D™ labelling, this way the software will recognise
these wells as a calibrator. Save the data as an Excel workbook.
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Using the RealCount™ software to calculate starting copy number
Importing qPCR data files
1. Start the RealCount™ program. When prompted select the software licence (.lic file)
provided by ACCUGEN.
2. Once the user interface (UI) has opened, select the ‘Open’ icon from the Menu.

3. Select either a .rex file or the Excel workbook (.xls or .xlsx) with the correctly formatted FL
data
4. Files can be saved at any time to RealCount™ files (.rct) by clicking on the ‘Save’ icon in
the Menu bar.
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5. Once the data has loaded, select ‘Settings’ from the Menu bar.

Make sure the ‘Enable Scaling’ box is checked. This ensures that the subtract background
calculation is optimal1, which reduces between-platform and between-mastermix variation
in FL. Click ‘Ok’ to continue.

6. For data imported using Excel template, it is recommended to label each AccuCal-D™
dilution and sample whilst in the template format. Labels can also be edited later using the
RealCount interface. Wells can be labelled individually, or as a group (i.e. replicates), by
left clicking on the samples to be labelled (click and scroll or hold Ctrl for multiple selections)
which will now be highlighted in blue. Right click a sample in the group for the edit popup
menu. Select ‘Edit well labels’ and type the new label. Push ‘Enter’ to apply to all replicates.
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7. For manually labelled data, or direct import of a .rex file, the UI should look similar to this
when all qPCR wells are selected.
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Optimising the AccuCal-D™ calibration curve
You should now see a calibration curve at the bottom left window. You have an option to optimize
this curve by amending setting parameters.
8. Open ‘Settings’ from the Menu. The default setting is at 40 cycles and you may select the
correct number of qPCR cycles from the dropdown menu.

9. Select wells with AccuCal-D™ dilution series. These wells will be highlighted in blue. The
AccuCal-D™ dilutions should be a series of flat lines. Note that if the wells have been
correctly labelled in the format ‘AccuCal 20’ etc, the ng value will automatically appear in
the ‘Ng’ column and will be designated ‘Cal’ for calibrator in the ‘Use’ column.
The AccuCal-D™ calibration curve present in the lower left panel of the interface plots the
‘Ng’ column on the x-axis against the FL value of that dilution for every cycle. For
example, for a qPCR of 40 cycles, each well with an AccuCal-D™ dilution will have 40 FL
values. A larger spread for each calibrator suggests either variable FL for a well over the
qPCR cycles (which can be mastermix specific), or poor concordance within replicates of
the same AccuCal-D™ dilution.
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10. If more than duplicates of each AccuCal-D™ dilution exist, assess if all replicates have
similar flat lines. If one is markedly different, it can be manually discarded by selecting
‘Discard’ from the dropdown menu under the ‘Use’ column.

11. Unstable FL of AccuCal-D™ dilutions may occur in the first few cycles of a qPCR run, which
then becomes stable after10-15 cycles. To remove these aberrant values and increase the
accuracy of the AccuCal-D™ calibrator curve, early or late values for the calibrator can be
discarded.
To discard variable FL values, open the ‘Settings’ menu. Choose the number of early or
late cycles to discard from the calibrator plot from the pulldown menu. No more than 20
cycles can be discarded. Click ‘Ok’ to continue.
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12. The calibration curve will have less spread of FL for each AccuCal-D™ dilution, and the r2
value for the linear regression should have improved towards 1.00. The background FL is
removed automatically from the calibration curve, by ticking the box ‘Automatically remove
0ng calibrators as background’.
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Well selection, and grouping of samples into amplicons
13. To group wells using colour, select the wells of interest, right click and select ‘Change style
of wells’. Choose a colour from the palette or define a custom colour. Click ‘Ok’.

Grouping by colour allows easy identification of amplicons e.g. red curves for the 70bp
amplicons and green for the 108bp amplicon in the figure below.
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14. Check that replicates of a sample are similarly grouped. Note that as starting copy number
decreases (i.e. amplification curves appearing at cycles 30+) the spread of replicates will
increase. For very low copy number e.g. 10 copies, amplification may occur in only a fraction
of the replicates – a sampling effect that adheres to the Poisson distribution. It is advisable
to increase the number of replicates if a low starting copy number is observed. Flat lines (no
amplification) or curves that didn’t have “region of linearity” will be automatically discarded
by the RealCount™ software.

15. When a replicate has an aberrant amplification curve, discard the replicate. It is also
advisable to discard samples that are failing melting curve analysis, as is usually
recommended in trouble shooting guides for Master Mix that you have been using. The
replicate will subsequently be highlighted red in the UI.
16. Next, samples must be grouped into amplicons. To add a new amplicon to the database
select click on the ‘Amplicons’ icon in the Menu.

This will display the ‘Amplicon Viewer’.
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17. Select ‘New’ to enter an amplicon.

It is imperative that ‘Base Pair Length’ be completed, as this is a key parameter used to
determine the number of moles of the amplicon. Complete the empty fields and click ‘Ok’.
These parameters can be changed by selecting ‘Edit’ in the ‘Amplicon Viewer’.

18. Add samples to an amplicon group from the dropdown menu under the ‘Amplicon’ column.
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19. All samples must be assigned to the correct amplicon. This is required for calculating the
reaction efficiencies, which can be determined for individual curves or for the amplicon as
a whole (Amplicon Average Efficiency). Amplicon Average Efficiency was shown to be more
accurate for determining the efficiency of a particular primer set2, and its application is
controlled through ‘Setting Parameters” menu.
20. Final check:











Check ‘Enable Scaling’ and ‘Automatically Remove 0ng Calibrator Background’ box
(Settings)
Correct number of qPCR cycles (Settings)
Correct labelling of AccuCal-D™ and samples (main UI)
If using ≥󠄀triplicates, check suitability of calibrator flat lines (main UI)
Discard early or late cycles of calibrator to improve calibration curve (Settings)
Edit wells to group by colour (optional; main UI)
Discard aberrant replicates of samples (main UI)
Group samples into amplicons (Amplicon Viewer & main UI)
Save file to .rct format
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Calculating starting copy number
21. Click the ‘Next’ icon in the Menu bar to start the analysis

This will take you to the ‘Quantitation Report’ which has two tabs: (1) the ‘Results Summary’
and (2) the ‘Detailed Results’.
(1) The ‘Results Summary’ shows the mean starting copy number for a sample as determined
from the replicates.
The standard deviation (StDev) and standard error of the mean (StdErr) columns show
variation between replicates of a sample.
The ‘Comments’ column highlights how many replicates for each sample are used in the
calculations.
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(2) The ‘Detailed Results’ section shows how starting copy number is calculated at four
positions along the amplification curve (Columns A-D) for individual replicates of a sample
(Rep column).
The ‘Eff’ column denotes the calculated reaction efficiency for set of samples, grouped by
amplicons (in the event that the ‘Use Amplicon Averaged Efficiency’ box is checked in the
Setting menu, see section 19). You have the option to use individual efficiency of each
sample by unticking the box, however it was demonstrated by Rojter et al. that amplicon
average efficiency method is more accurate. If primer set efficiency is not known or has not
been validated before, use primer sets that give rise to regular sigmoidal curves and
RealCount™ will calculate the PCR efficiency for a given amplicon.
The ‘Comments’ column describes if a sample has been manually or automatically discarded
by RealCount™ and may provide an error message in regards to where in the copy number
calculation the sample failed.
Examples of error messages:
“Efficiency is not in the range”, appears when amplification efficiency is lower or higher
than the range specified in ‘Settings’.
“Unable to determine efficiency”, appears when efficiency is less than 0 and amplification
failed.
“Unable to calculate efficiency-growth region has no SDM”, appears when growth curve
does not have inflection point or there is no valid growth curve.
“NTC samples are automatically discarded”, appears when samples are discarded by the
software when ‘NTC’ word is being recognised in the name of the sample.
“Unable to determine starting concentration”, appears when the mean calculated
concentration value is below 0.
“Unable to determine WOL”, appears when amplification curve does not have sufficient
linear space for the calculations in the window of linearity (WOL).
In the care of error message, it is recommended verifying primer efficiency and specificity
by standard curve using serial dilutions of cDNA and ensuring single product amplification
(single band on a gel). Dye concentration, PCR inhibitors in the sample or running parameters
may also cause reaction inhibition or inefficient amplification. It is recommended optimising
sample preparation, dye concentration or run settings to achieve valid sigmoid growth curve.

Columns ‘WoL CV’, ‘WoL Upper FL’, ‘FO’ and ‘SDM Cycle’ are amplicon and sample-specific
parameters used by RealCount™ to determine copy number.
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22. Quantitation data can be copied from either the ‘Results Summary’ or the ‘Detailed Results’
tabs, by selecting and right-clicking, then choosing ‘Copy’. Alternatively, this can be
achieved by right-clicking on a sample and choosing ‘Select All’ before selecting ‘Copy’.
The data can then be pasted into Excel workbook for further analysis.

23. Save the file to .rct format.
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